Self-assessment of voice therapy for chronic dysphonia.
The effects of voice therapy in a group of chronically dysphonic patients are determined using two quality-of-life (QOL) instruments: the Voice Handicap Index (VHI), and a simple three-item outcome scale (three visual analogue scales). Both instruments measure changes in the quality of the voice itself and in the extent of impairment resulting from the dysphonia as experienced by the patient in social and occupational settings. Statistical tests conducted on pre- and post-treatment data indicated significant improvements on both instruments for the group as a whole. At the individual level, however, the effects were diverse. For roughly 50% of the subjects, a significant improvement could be established. The positive changes as measured with the three-item scale were greater than those measured with the VHI. The results suggest that the two QOL instruments measure slightly different aspects of the subjective perception of the therapy effects. In order to obtain a general evaluation of the patient's handicap, it may suffice to ask some simple questions.